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About This Game

Hotel Blind is a simulator of a blind person in a hotel room. Enter a new room and complete five objectives before leaving the
room. Text popups and audio describe the ob 5d3b920ae0

Title: Hotel Blind
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Serellan LLC
Publisher:
Serellan LLC
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad Core

Memor

English
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pABhumCfPt0 This game is just a black screen with random text alerts that appear, all
using the Unreal engine. This didn't have to just be just a black screen with random text alerts that appear, all using the Unreal
engine, though. The audio cues are minimal at best, and you don't need a single clue to actually finish the game. You could have
been blind and deaf and still come out on top. Seriously, I found half the objectives just by taking a few steps and finished the
five of them (and thensome) in 5 minutes. Get a real sound engineer on board, flesh out the levels in the darkness a little better,
even have difficulty options grading on various levels of vision imparement, and this could have been something a lot more
enticing than a simple five minute romp with a broken achievement. Until then, the Stevie Wonder Simulator is less euseful than
the Watch Paint Dry Simulator. That at least had some humor.. As someone who is legally blind this game intregued me. It had
apparently been researched a great deal to ensure authenticity. Load game up to be met by a completely unreadable menu . Not a
good start! Two light colours together does not make for easy reading. Clicking randomly and guessing a fair bit got the keys
confirmed and started a game. And what can I say . This is an insult. Text descriptions of what you need to do . An inaccurate
voice over system (Its correct the first time, but rather than saying you have already done something the second, third, fourth
time you bump into the place holder it just repeats itself ad infanitum. I did finish all the tasks in the room to find even the
singular acheivement didn't work. If you wish to replicate what this Dev believes being blind is, play your favourite game with
your eyes shut and save yourself some money. All I ask from the Dev is next time don't piggy back a disability in the hope it
gets sales, you will only get away with it if you get it right. This time you have failed. Miserably.. Get out of here.. Very
challenging and gives a new point of view on what it would be like to be blind. Stupid garbbage, piece of s.t, runs with 1 frame,
it freezes randomly, all you have to do si to watch at black screen and the game drops frames WTF?! What is this nonsense.. If
developer don't know how to make a game, then he is doing a textbox simulator with hidden "path".. You can find a video of me
playing this game here! It is a rare view into the everyday struggles of blindkin and their adventures in hotels. I enjoyed my time
with this game! It was certainly a difficult challenge! Perhaps it could be a bit longer however.. achievement has been broken
for months without reply from dev. Very challenging and gives a new point of view on what it would be like to be blind
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